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    Cupwise FX

	Effects for Nebula, and reverb IRs
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    	WHOOPS, OUR BAD...

    	The page you requested was not found, and we have a fine guess why.

- If you typed the URL directly, please make sure the spelling is correct.
- If you clicked on a link to get here, the link is outdated.

   

   
    	WHAT CAN I DO?

    	There are many ways you can get back on track with Cupwise FX
- Go to the home page
- Use the search form below

        
    
        
        
            


    

	        

	        
	        
	        

    All products include 44.1 and 96khz versions. Some have 48 and 88.2khz also.
			The product description will mention that it includes 48 and 88.2khz if that is the case.

You will get all available sample rates for the product upon any purchase.



		

		        
        	
        		
			        Featured Products
			    		
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    CupTone vol. 3 – Tone+Distortion			                
				            $41.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    Plates of Legend vol. 4x			                
				            $41.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    Plates of Legend vol. 1X			                
				            $40.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    M-Equalizer			                
				            $50.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    Assorted HPLP (+High Shelf) Mixing Filters			                
				            $22.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    Synth HP/LP Filters for Mixing, vol.1			                
				            $33.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    CupTone vol. 2			                
				            $39.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    CupReels Ax102			                
				            $41.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    Cassette 3 – Multi Effects Pack			                
				            $39.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    Tube Radios Direct, Revamped			                
				            $40.00 $27.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    S-609A mk2 Bus Compressor + Limiter			                
				            $39.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    Tube Radio Reverbs			                
				            $29.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    C660 mk3 Tube Compressor			                
				            $41.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    4k Crush			                
				            $37.00			            
	
			    						                    			                        [image: ]			                    			                			    			
			                    C254-E Compressor & Limiter			                
				            $39.00			            


				

			

        

		

		


Update- Tube Radios Direct REVAMPEDposted by Tim




Update- Plates of Legend 4xposted by Tim




Plates of Legend 2 and 3 updateposted by Tim




Update- Plates of Legend 1Xposted by Tim




Update- Plates of Legend Zero Xposted by Tim




New update- Cassette Deck 3, lots of thingsposted by Tim




Update- Cassetteverbposted by Tim




CupTone 2 improvements in removing/reducing artifactsposted by Tim




Nolard Springs gets a MAJOR update. New N4 skins, and sample ratesposted by Tim




Echo Chambers 3 and 4 both get updates- new sample rates and skinsposted by Tim
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